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become the residuary legatee of the Empire whereby its consti-
tution, its electoral laws, its judicial system, its revenue system,
its attitude to minorities and its very spirit approximated those
of the former regime. In addition, the ground was laid for the
continuous struggle within the administration itself between
those who preferred the customary ways and those who,
educated in the scientific atmosphere of the West, maintained
that filraq must break away from her Ottoman traditions and
that more up-to-date forms, imbued with modern ideas and a
progressive spirit, must dominate the administration if they and
their fellow countrymen were to be 'able to stand by themselves
under the strenuous conditions of the modern world5.1
In the re-division of the country into ten Liwas, thirty-five
Qadhas and eighty-five Nahlyas, approximating the former
Turkish divisions, the Council, on December i2th, exhibited
one of its first tendencies to revert to the Ottoman system. The
major new divisions, replacing the fourteen divisions of the
British Civil Administration which, for the most part had been
drawn on carefully considered tribal and ethnological lines,
were: Mosul, Kirkuk, Baghdad, Karbala, Diyala, Basra,
cAmara, Dulaim, Hilla and Muntafiq.2
In accordance with the Turkish administrative system, the
Council also proposed, on December isth, that an "Iraqi
Mutasarrif should replace in each Liwd the British Political
Officer who was to become the Divisional Adviser without
executive functions. In each Qadha a Qaimmdqam was to
become the responsible official, while a Nahiya was to be placed
in charge of a Mudir. To each larger Liwa, former Assistant
Political Officers were to be appointed Assistant Advisers.
To this arrangement the High Commissioner agreed. He
asked, however, that it be not applied to the Hilla Liwa until the
return of the special Commission, headed by JaYar Pasha, which
* Article 22, Covenant of the League of Nations.
~ Kut Liwa, formed of portions of surrounding Liwas, was added January,
1922.
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